
Pulmonary Function 
Tests 

Spirometry 



 

The maneuver may be performed  

 in a forceful manner to generate 

    a forced vital capacity (FVC)  

 

 in  a  more  relaxed  manner   to  generate 

    a slow vital capacity (SVC) 





 

(Slow) VITAL CAPACITY TEST 

   VC - Maximum volume of air expired from the point of maximum inspiration   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Resting - end expiratory level 

VC EXP 



MEASUREMENT OF RV (FRC, TLC)   

- impossible by a direct method /spirometry/!  

(Closed-Circuit Helium Method) 

 

 



Is the test normal? 

• Effects of physical characteristics: 

- Sex  

- Age  

- Height 

- Weigh 

• Sporting activity 



 
Is the Test Normal ? 

Fixed value for the lower limit of normal     

80% of predicted 

What is LLN? 



Restrictive Pattern 
A restrictive disease is like a lock on the chest cage  

or the elastic tissue of the lungs,  

which limits the expansion of the lung,  

thus interferes with respiration 

It does not increase and may even 

decrease the airway resistance, 

but limits the lung volume from increasing 



Restrictive Pattern 

 

Thoracic cage abnormalities 

Alveolar filling processes 

Pleural disease 

Neuromuscular involvement of the respiratory muscles 

     

Interstitial diseases 



Restrictive Pattern: 

„less air in the lungs” 

VC ? 

RV ? 

FRC ? 

TLC ? 

Restrictive pattern 



Restrictive Pattern 
 

- Always reduced VC 
 

Confirmed by 
  - Always reduced TLC 



• airway resistance 

Narrowing of lumen 
of the airways 

•  flow rate 



• airway resistance 

• rate at which air can move through the lungs 

 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
                          

    Asthma        Chronic bronchitis          Emphysema     
               COPD  

 
(Obstruction of lower airways) 

      



Rapid and forced breathing accentuates  
the airway narrowing ! 



FORCED (Expiratory) VITAL   CAPACITY  TEST  

A VOLUME /TIME CURVE 

 A fast rise 

 A plateau at the end 



A NORMAL VOLUME/TIME CURVE 



 

Fixed value for the lower limit of normal  



 Tiffeneau Ratio - FEV1 / VC 

 

 PseudoTiffeneau Ratio - FEV1 / FVC 

 



 

 



Forced Vital Capacity Test (FVC) 



Forced   (Expiratory)    

Vital   Capacity  Test 

A Flow/Volume Curve 

 A triangle shape 

with constant decline 

 



FORCED   (EXPIRATORY)    

VITAL   CAPACITY  TEST 

 

Flow - Volume 

Loop 

 

Flow 



 

• Flow rate? 

 
 

Normal         Obstruction of  lower airways 

Flow-volume loop 



FEV1   ? 

Reduced 



  

VC?     
FVC? 

Normal 
Air trapping - 

pseudorestriction 

(F)VC reduced 



Obstruction - Other Volumes and Capacities 

NORMAL 
- Air trapping: 

- Hyperinflation: 

          



 

Reduced 

 

FEV1/(F)VC  ?  



 

• FEV1 [L] - Reduced 

•  F(VC) [L] - Normal or Reduced 

  

• FEV1 to (F)VC ratio – Reduced !!!   
  

FVC Test - Obstruction 



    Pred    Actual   %Act/Pred 

FVC [l]     3.11      2.93      

FEV1 [l]     2.76      1.67      

FEV1/FVC     0.87 0.  64% 

               







 

 

FORCED   VITAL   CAPACITY  TEST  

Restrictive Pattern 

 

FVC ? 

FEV1 ? 

FEV1to FVC ratio ? 

„Less air in the lungs” 



FVC Test – Restriction 
 

 FEV1 [L]  -  Reduced 

 F(VC) [L] - Reduced  

 

FEV1 reduced less than F(VC)  

FEV1 to (F)VC ratio - NORMAL  or  INCREASED 

            PRESERVED 



  Pred  Actual  %Act/Pred 

FEV 1          [l]   1,90     0,94      49 

FEV1/FVC   0.7       0.98      140  

FVC          [l]   2,75     0,96      35 

PEF             [l/s]   5,40     2,98      55 

FEF 25- 75      [l/s]   2,11     2,25     107 

Flow - volume curve: 

• shape - relatively unaffected 

• overall size - appears  when 

   compared to normal on the 

   same curve 



? 

Obstructive changes with reduced VC (additional 

concurrent restriction?)  



Spirometry requires forced maximal expiration 

which increases chest pressure 
  

Absolute Contraindications For Spirometry Testing: 
 Recent MI (1 month)  

 Recent stroke, eye surgery, thoracic/abdominal surgery  

 Hemoptysis  

 Known thoracic, aortic or cerebral aneurysm  

 Recent pneumothorax  

 Uncontrolled hypertension  

 Pulmonary embolism  

 

Relative Contraindications:  

 Chest or abdominal pain of any cause  

 Oral or facial pain exacerbated by a mouthpiece  

 Stress incontinence  

 Dementia or confusional state  


